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Abstract. Transcranial focused ultrasound is a promising therapeutic modality. It
consists in placing transducers around the skull and emitting shaped ultrasound waves
that propagate through the skull and then concentrate on one particular location within
the brain. However, the skull bone is known to distort the ultrasound beam. In order to
compensate for such distortions, a number of techniques have been proposed recently,
for instance using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) feedback. In order to fully
determine the focusing distortion due to the skull, such methods usually require as
many calibration signals as transducers, resulting in a lengthy calibration process. In
this paper, we investigate how the number of calibration sequences can be signicantly
reduced, based on random measurements and optimization techniques. Experimental
data with six human skulls demonstrate that the number of measurements can be up to
three times lower than with the standard methods, while restoring 90% of the focusing
eciency.
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1. Introduction
Image-guided focused ultrasound (FUS) is an innovative non-invasive treatment option
which does not involve ionizing radiation [8]. It has shown clinical success in the
treatment of uterine broids [7, 17, 38], prostate cancers [29], liver tumors [44, 18],
and bone tumor pain palliation [15, 23, 30]. Recently it has led to promising results
in neurological diseases (neuropathic pain [19], essential tremor [5, 24]). As for the
applications of brain therapy, it has for a long time been challenging to get the ultrasound
focused with high quality on the targeted location inside the brain because of aberrations
both in amplitude and phase caused by the heterogeneities of human skulls and brain
tissue, in terms of ultrasound speed discrepancies (about 3000 m/s in the skull and 1500
m/s in brain tissue [9]), density, and ultrasonic attenuation [33]. These heterogeneities
cause the distortion of the ultrasonic wave elds and thus can result in a partial
destruction of the focusing pattern in the brain. Furthermore, it is also dicult to
get the backscattered signals from the brain tissue as a result of the strong attenuations
from the skull [33], which limits the use of Green's functions in clinical applications,
which requires echoes from a bright reector or a point-like active source located inside
the biological tissues.
For non-invasive brain treatments, a remaining challenge is beam shaping to
compensate for the skull-induced distortion [8]. Various adaptive techniques have been
proposed, such as phase conjugation [16, 39], time-reversal [32, 42], and inverse ltering
[40, 1]. In clinical practice, this problem, which is central in transcranial focused
ultrasound therapy, is currently addressed by using acoustic modeling based on a full
head scan of the patient. Computed tomography (CT, [2, 25]) or magnetic resonance
(MR, [16]) images of the skull bone can be used as inputs for the simulation schemes.
These estimates are then used in the compensation process before the HIFU treatment.
The feasibility of using image-derived skull thickness information for phase correction
has been investigated by Hynynen et al. [16]. The details of the internal structures of
the skull provided by CT images [4] have been shown to improve the focusing at high
frequency [2]. However, this approach is limited both in terms of the physical/numerical
models and by the computational cost of the high-frequency corrections. Furthermore,
the patient is subjected to a signicant radiation dose during the full head scan.
To overcome these limitations, novel focusing techniques, called "Energy-based
focusing," have been developed, which rely on the indirect estimation of the acoustic
wave intensity at the target location, for dierent coded excitations [13, 22]. Non-
invasive implementations of these techniques are based on the estimation of the acoustic
radiation force using MR imaging [37, 27]. MR acoustic radiation force imaging (MR-
ARFI) indeed allows an indirect measurement of the amplitude of the acoustic pressure
in situ, by encoding the tissue displacement induced by the acoustic radiation force
into the phase of the MR signal [27, 14]. Therefore, maximizing the phase shift of the
MR-ARFI signal corresponds to optimizing the acoustic energy deposition at focus. MR-
ARFI guided ultrasonic focusing is of great interest, as it is based on the experimental
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data alone, without any prior model on the propagation medium [22]. However, the
main intrinsic limitations of this approach are the low SNR of the MR signal, and
the high number of test sonications needed. As the radiation force is proportional to
the beam energy at focus, at least three de-phased sets of sonications are necessary
to estimate the relative phase of each ultrasonic beam, by the so-called phase-stepping
techniques [22, 20, 43]. For an array with N elements, at least 3N ultrasonic sonications
are then required for the full array calibration, usually employing a Hadamard basis. As
the number of elements in therapeutic arrays typically ranges from 512 to 1024 [3, 6],
the whole calibration process currently takes hours [26], with a high cumulative energy
deposition, proportional to the number of shots. It is therefore essential to reduce the
time for the calibration of the focusing, especially for stroke treatments, which require
a fast therapeutic response (< 4 h after the event) [28].
To optimize the time for acquisition and calibration, Kaye et al. have proposed an
acceleration of the adaptive focusing process by replacing the Hadamard basis [22] by
Zernike polynomials (ZPs) [20]. It must be noted that both the Hadamard basis and
the ZPs have constraints: the order of a Hadamard basis must be 1, 2 or a multiple
of 4, and the technique using Zernike polynomials requires the precise coordinates
of the elements of the array, which is proprietary information in some brain therapy
systems. Furthermore, the order of the ZPs must be large enough to take into account
the discrepancies between dierent human skulls.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a novel scheme for encoding the sequence
of test sonications in order to reduce their number, while maintaining an adequate
focusing performance. In the rst part of this paper (Section 2), we introduce the
free-eld propagation theory and the concepts of virtual transducers, where the skull
is modeled as an innitely thin scattering material between the ultrasound arrays and
the virtual transducers. A new algorithm for calibration is then introduced (Section 3),
based on least-squares minimization, allowing the use of random calibration sequences.
In the second part of this paper (Section 4), the results from both simulations and
real experiments based on six human skulls are presented, to test the validity of
this new calibration method. This is done by comparing the focusing quality at the
target location as a function of the number of calibration measurements, for dierent
calibration sequences (Hadamard, ZPs, random).
2. Background and theory
2.1. Background
During an MR-ARFI transcranial focusing experiment, the total acoustic force at the
focusing location is the sum of all the responses caused by all individual active ultrasound
transducers. Throughout this study, we assume that N transducers are available and
that their relative positions remain xed during the procedure. The signal emitted by
transducer n at time t is denoted ~xn (t). We are especially interested in the resulting
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acoustic eld ~ym (t) at a set of M distinct spatial positions within a region of interest
(ROI). In the original studies by Tanter et al. [41, 40, 1]), the signal observed at ~ym (t)
in the ROI (m = 1 : : :M) is modeled in a linear setting as the superposition of ltered
versions of the inputs ~xn (t):
~ym (t) =
NX
n=1
pmn (t)  ~xn (t) ; (1)
where  denotes the convolution product, and pmn (t) is the impulse response accounting
for the acoustic path from transducer n to output point m. It notably encompasses both
the inuence of the free-eld propagation and aberrations due to the presence of the
skull between the transducers and the ROI. In our experimental setup, we have M > N .
Indeed, the usual HIFU devices typically feature N  500 transducers and the ROI is
divided into M  104 individual cubic elements of size =4. In the steady-state case,
(1) can be written in the frequency domain [21] as
Ym (f) =
NX
n=1
Pmn (f)Xn (f) ;
or, more concisely,
y (f) = P (f)x (f) ; (2)
where y (f) and x (f) areM1 and N1 vectors and P (f) is anMN matrix, called
the Transmission Matrix (TM). Their entries [x (f)]m, [y (f)]n and [P (f)]mn correspond,
respectively, to the Fourier transforms of ~xn, ~yn, and pmn at frequency f .
In this study, we decompose the complete TM P as the product of two other
matrices P0 and A of respective dimensions M N and N N , by
P (f) = P0 (f)A (f) ; (3)
where P0 (f) is called the free-eld TM at frequency f and A (f) is called the apparent
gain matrix at frequency f . The rationale underlying this decomposition is to decouple
the inuence of the skull from that of the acoustic free-eld transportation. Whereas P0
may be computed or measured beforehandz, only A depends on the patient's skull.
Since M > N , this decomposition is advantageous because it only leaves N2 parameters
to estimate instead of the potentially much larger M N . Combining (2) and (3), we
get
y = P0Ax: (4)
As can be seen, model (4) may be understood as y = P0z, where z gathers the signals
emitted by virtual transducers, given by z = Ax. This gives a better understanding of
the role of the gain matrix A, which models the aberrations in the acoustic path as
z Working at a single frequency f , we drop the dependence with respect to f in the notations for
conciseness.
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Figure 1. Proposed acoustic modeling. All aberrations are modeled as the action
of an innitely thin scattering material located in the transducer plane. Acoustic
transportation to the region of interest is then modeled using the free-eld transmission
matrix.
modications of the input signal itself. Put otherwise, all aberrations are modeled as
occurring in an innitely thin but highly scattering material located at the same place
as the transducers x, yielding virtual transducers z. Then, propagation to the ROI is
the same as in a free-eld. In that sense, Ann0 2 C encodes the gain from transducer n0
to the virtual transducer n. It should be noted that we do not assume a localized model,
where only transducer n0 inuences the virtual transducer n at the same position, which
would mean a diagonal matrix for A. Instead, A is taken to be a full matrix, where
non-local and even large-scale eects can be taken into account. The whole model is
depicted in Fig. 1.
2.2. Calibration of the transmission matrix
In practice, the total transmission matrix P in (2) is unknown and should be determined
through experimental calibration. For this purpose, the practitioner can control the
input signals ~xn (t), and measure the corresponding acoustic eld ~ym (t). Then P is
estimated as the best linear mapping between x and y.
A straightforward calibration technique consists in activating only one transducer n
(16n6N) for each measurement, in order to acquire the resulting output displacement.
Since only one transducer is active at a time, the output directly corresponds to
the corresponding column of P . All columns are then measured sequentially. This
calibration method however raises two issues. First, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) may
not be advantageous, because each transducer can only emit with a limited sonication
power. Second, the whole process requires a large number N of measurements: one for
each transducer.
Recently, it has been shown that these two limitations of the calibration process may
be alleviated to some extent. In particular, Larrat et al. [22, 20] have demonstrated that
it is not necessary to consider each transducer sequentially during the calibration process.
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Instead, several transducers may be activated at the same time, and the TM is then
estimated with better precision. The main steps in this technique can be summarized
as follows.
First, a set of inputs is chosen, which is an N  K matrix X. Each column of
this matrix corresponds to a dierent set of N complex values for the transducers, in
the frequency domain (amplitude and phase). In the baseline method described above,
we simply have K = N and X is taken as the identity matrix (the canonical basis):
we activate only one transducer at a time, emitting a steady sinusoidal signal at full
power. In the paper of Larrat et al. [22], K is also set to K = N and X is chosen as
a Hadamard matrix, which contains only the amplitude 0 or 1, meaning that dierent
sets of transducers are activated at full power for each measurement. In the paper of
Kaye et al. [20], K  N and X is chosen as a set of Zernike polynomials. The rationale
for this choice is that these K vectors are more likely to correspond to some eigenvectors
of P than elements derived from the Hadamard basis.
Second, the corresponding output displacements are measured, yielding the M K
matrix Y :
Y = PX:
Finally, P is estimated in the least-squares error sense by
P^ = Y Xy; (5)
where y denotes pseudo-inversion. Similarly, several other studies in the literature have
exploited this line of thought. In particular, recent studies in optics [43, 36] measure
such transmission matrices with multiplexed input vectors. Whenever K = N , this
strategy gives an accurate estimate of P . When K < N , the quality of the estimation
depends on how well X spans the eigenvectors of P .
In this study, we assume that the free-eld TM P0 is known. This matrix does not
depend on the particular aberrations due to the skull, but rather on the geometrical
conguration of the array of transducers. Hence, the calibration of P0 may be done
once and for all for a given array, before its clinical use. Then, we show that the gain
matrix A can also be estimated eectively through a random calibration design, i.e., by
choosing a random X. This choice is motivated by the fact that approximate singular
value decompositions of rank-decient matrices can be obtained using only a limited
number of matrix-vector evaluations [12]. In the same vein, we show here that only a
few measurements are required to fully characterize A if only K < N of its singular
values are non-negligible, which is veried in practice, as shall be demonstrated in the
experimental part of this paper. The simplest design of the random matrix X is by
choosing independent random entries in f0; 1g with equal probability, i.e., a Bernoulli
distribution, which in practice means that for a given measurement (column of X), the
transducers are either o or on with full power, with equal probability. Other choices are
independent random entries in f 1; 1g (transducers all on with full power, in phase or
with a 180° phase shift, with equal probability), or in fz 2 C j jzj = 1g (transducers all
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on with full power, with random phases uniformly chosen in (0; 2)). The gain matrix
A is then estimated by
A^ = P y0Y X
?

XX? + 2IM
 1
; (6)
where ? denotes complex conjugation,  is a regularization constant related to the
noise level, and IM denotes the M M identity matrix. Equation (6) may be derived
in the least-squares error sense when the noise in the observations is assumed Gaussian,
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), with variance 2. Alternatively, 2IM
may simply be seen as a Tikhonov regularization term.
As can be seen, this procedure only involves basic algebraic manipulations and
does not require the delicate computation of input congurations that depend on the
geometry of the transducers array, as in the case of the ZPs.
2.3. Focusing
Given the TM P = P0A estimated by the above procedure, the objective is now to shape
the signal emitted by the transducers so as to focus within the ROI. For this purpose,
we get back to the forward model (2). In practice, some noise is bound to be present in
the process, yielding
y = P0Ax+ ; (7)
where  is an M  1 vector accounting for noise, whose covariance matrix is assumed
diagonal: E [?] = 2IM . So as to proceed to focusing, we dene a target output 2yt,
where yt is identically 0 except for the target points that are set to 1. If 
2 is known, our
objective becomes the estimation of the corresponding input x^j that yields an output
as close as possible to 2yt. This can be achieved in the minimum mean-squared error
(MMSE) sense by choosing
x^j = argmin
x
2yt   P0Ax2 ;
which is readily shown to be equal to
x^j = (P0A)
? P0AA?P ?0 + 2IM 1 2yt: (8)
When the power 2 of the noise tends to innity, it is readily shown that (8) is
equivalent to
lim
!1
x^j = (P0A)
? yt; (9)
so that x^j1 is simply estimated through the Time-Reversal Mirror (TRM) [41, 40, 1].
TRM is indeed a popular way of focusing waves through disordered media, mainly
thanks to its robustness to noise. As we see here, this robustness property may be
understood on probabilistic grounds: TRM is the optimal MMSE estimator as the
energy of the noise becomes innite. Its eciency for transcranial ultrasound therapy
has been demonstrated [10].
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Figure 2. Synthetic example of focusing with the Time Reversal Mirror. Left:
targeted signal output yt. Right: observed output Px^ where x^ is estimated by
using (10). P = P0A is drawn randomly and perfectly known.
If an estimate of the noise power 2 is available or if the noise is small, using the
complete expression (8) will yield better performance, as for instance demonstrated in
an optical context in [35]. In any case, we will simply write
x^ = (P0A)
y yt; (10)
where y denotes either complex conjugation if TRM is chosen or MoorePenrose pseudo-
inversion otherwise [40].
In this paper, time reversal is used as the gold standard for aberration correction:
the pressure obtained at the target for each focusing technique is compared to time
reversal (time reversal corresponds to 100%). In Fig. 2, we show an example of the
typical focusing performance of TRM in ideal conditions, i.e., when the TM P = P0A
is perfectly known.
3. Methods
3.1. Simulations using synthetic data
We rst numerically investigate the focusing performance when the free-eld TM P0 is
known and A is estimated using K  N calibration measurements. For this purpose,
P0 is set to the theoretical free-eld TM corresponding to the actual positions of the
transducers of our HIFU equipment [26] and A is generated with independent and
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identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex centered Gaussian entries, corresponding to
highly scattering aberrations [11, 36]. We here set M = 104 and N = 512.
The calibration algorithm described in the previous section was applied with
dierent numbers K of calibration measurements, using random input vectors X drawn
from a Bernoulli distribution with equal f0; 1g probability. In order to simulate the
eect of measurement noise, the observations were modelled by Y = P0AX + , where
the variance of  was set to 3% of the energy of the clean output signal. Subsequently,
Y was used to compute A^ using (6). For a given number K of calibration signals, the A^
obtained in this way was used to focus at a given location (the target yt was set so that
one point in the ROI had 1, and the other points have 0). The corresponding input x^
was estimated as in (10). The resulting output was nally constructed as Px^ = P0Ax^:
3.2. Analysis of real data and focusing experiments
3.2.1. Experiment set up Six skulls were obtained from the Institut d'Anatomie
UFR Biomédicale des Saints-Pères Université René Descartes in Paris. The specimens
satised the criteria of the Centre du Don des Corps and all the donors gave their
informed consent before death. Before any measurements were made, the skulls were
degassed in water under constant low pressure for 24 hours.
A picture illustrating the experiment is shown in Fig. 3. The 1 MHz HIFU
brain therapy probe (Imasonic, Voray sur l'Ognon, France) is composed of 418 active
elements disposed on a portion of a sphere. Each element has an active diameter of 6
mm, and a bandwidth of 800 kHz1.3 MHz. The probe was attached to a degassed
water tank using a mechanical system, on which each skull was positioned with a
stereotactic frame. The pressure eld emitted by the elements of the probe was measured
by a needle hydrophone (HCN400 model, Onda Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA, active
diameter of 0.4 mm) translated around the geometric focus of the probe. Motorized
3-axis orthogonal translations axes allowed the measurement at dierent points within
a volume of 6  6  4:5 mm3. The probe was controlled by a brain therapy electronic
system (developed by SuperSonic Imagine, Aix en Provence, France) and programmed
by a Matlab interface. It also acquired the signal measured by the hydrophone, so
that the volume measurements could be automated. The signal frequency was centered
on 1 MHz, and the experimental measurement resolution was set to =4 in the lateral
direction and =2 in the axial directions.
Each TM was obtained by measuring the transmitted signal from each probe
element to the hydrophone, and repeating this for each point of a 3D grid centered
on the geometrical focus of the probe. The TM in water without the skull was acquired
before each TM measurement through the skull. One TM was acquired for each skull
and was then composed of the three spatial dimensions, one temporal and one probe
element dimension. By taking a Fourier transform, the temporal dimension was reduced
to a single complex value (amplitude and phase) at the center frequency.
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Figure 3. Picture of the experiment showing the skull mounted on a stereotactic
frame in front of the probe, with the hydrophone placed at the probe's geometrical
focus.
3.2.2. Experimental gain matrices For the S = 6 human skull dataset, we can estimate
the corresponding gain matrices A(s) by
8s = 1; : : : ; S; P (s) = P0A(s);
and A(s) was thus readily estimated in the sense of least-squares errors by A(s) =
P y0P
(s). where y denotes complex conjugation. Further insights about the properties
of the experimental gain matrices A(s) are gained by computing their Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD).
3.2.3. Focusing In this section, we assume that the true TM P (s) are known and, for
a given input signal x, we simulate the output signal through the skull (s) by P (s)x, as
in [26].
The goal of this experiment was to compare several calibration techniques, as a
function of K, the number of calibration measurements. These techniques only dier in
the set of input signals X used for calibration:
(i) A random i.i.d. draw from Xnk 2 f0; 1g, with equal probability. In this
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conguration, in one measurement, the elements of the array were either on at
full power, or o, with equal probability.
(ii) A random i.i.d. draw from Xnk 2 f 1; 1g, with equal probability. Here, in one
measurement, all elements in the array were on at full power, but with a 50% chance
of a 180° phase shift.
(iii) A random i.i.d. draw from Xnk = exp i2, with  uniformly distributed on (0; 2).
All elements in the array were on at full power, each with a random phase (dierent
for each measurement).
(iv) K randomly chosen columns of the identity matrix (canonical basis). Here, only
one element of the array was on for each measurement, with full power.
(v) The rst K columns of the f 1;+1g Hadamard matrix [22]. Here, in one
measurement, all elements in the array were on at full power, one-half of them
with a 180° phase shift, according to a Hadamard sequence.
(vi) The rst K Zernike polynomials, as described in [20]. Here, the elements were
all given varying amplitudes according to a spatial model given by the Zernicke
polynomials. It should be emphasized that this is the only calibration method
tested here that requires an explicit knowledge of the positions of the transducers.
(vii) The rst K input eigenvectors of the full gain matrix A, assumed to be known.
Although A is not known in practical calibration setups, this oracle reference
method gives an upper bound on the performance that can be achieved within this
framework.
For a given choice of calibration sequence X, with K columns (each column
corresponding to one measurement), we simulated the corresponding measurements
through the skull s by Y = P (s)X. This yields an estimate dP (s) of the TM that uses
only P0 (assumed known), X, and Y . This estimate was nally used to simulate the
focusing pattern on 100 dierent voxels in the ROIx. The performance was measured as
the loss in power at focus induced by the use of K < N calibration measurements, as
compared to using the true TM P (s). The results were averaged over the S = 6 dierent
skulls.
4. Results
4.1. Simulations on synthetic data
The simulation results are displayed in Fig. 4. As can be seen, the proposed approach
maintains a good focusing performance using only a fraction of the N = 512 calibration
measurements required by the baseline approach. These simulations suggest that the
method may be applied to drastically reduce the number of calibration measurements.
x For one target yt, the input was chosen through TRM as x^ = dP (s)?yt as in (9).
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Figure 4. Focusing performance of the proposed method on simulated data with
a varying number K of calibration measurements. The number of transducers
was N = 512, and the simulations include a 3% noise power. Upper left: singular
value decomposition of the true A matrix to estimate. Plots are normalized.
4.2. Analysis of experimental data and focusing experiments
The experimental data consists of the complete TM P (s), acquired experimentally from
the S = 6 dierent human skulls (s = 1; : : : ; 6), and in the corresponding free-eld
TM P0. The focusing ROI was a volume composed of M = 17  17  7 = 2023 voxels
and the number of active transducers was N = 418. The data also comes with the exact
spatial position of each transducer.
4.2.1. Experimental mixing matrices A display of the resulting gain matrices is given in
Fig. 5. As can be seen, three strong diagonals appear, indicating that the signal emitted
by each transducer was mostly scattered to its two closest neighbors. Furthermore,
strong vertical and horizontal structures are clearly visible and demonstrate that the
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Figure 5. Actual gain matrices A(s) obtained experimentally for S = 6 human skulls.
Plots are normalized.
signal emitted by some transducers was more strongly scattered throughout the skull.
The singular values of these gain matrices A(s) are depicted in Fig. 6. As can
be seen, for all the skulls, the singular values of A(s) decrease steadily, revealing an
approximately low-rank structure. This suggests that good approximations of these
matrices may be obtained by truncating the SVD to their rst, say, 100 elements.
This result is interesting because it was recently shown that approximate SVD may
be computed eciently for such matrices using randomized algorithms with a limited
number of matrix-vector product evaluations [12]. Similarly, the calibration procedure
proposed here aims at estimating approximations of A using only a limited number of
measurements.
4.2.2. Focusing The focusing results are displayed in Fig. 7, which is the main
result of this paper. As can be seen, all the considered calibration techniques yield
approximately similar results whenever K > 200, meaning that when X spans a
suciently large subspace of CN , the calibration can be achieved using K < N
independent measurements. Interestingly, the typical K required for good focusing
is related to the number of large singular values of the gain matrices A(s) (as shown in
Fig. 6), since we see that 90% focusing eciency can be achieved using as few asK = 150
calibration measures, for some choices of calibration signals. The use of a particular
input scheme such as the Zernike polynomials, Hadamard, or random draws does not
appear to be of a particular importance for K > 200.
However, the use of a randomized scheme was seen to consistently outperform any
deterministic method at lower K. In particular, the randomized methods (ii) and (iii)
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Figure 6. The singular values of the skull gain matrices A(s).
give a 10% focusing improvement over the Zernike or Hadamard schemes at small K.
We explain this result by two facts. First, since they involve all transducers emitting
at full power for each measurement, they provide an increase in the signal to noise
ratio. Second, the use of a randomized scheme is optimal for the purpose of spanning
an unknown subspace of CN [12]. Interestingly, these randomized schemes performed
as well as the oracle reference method (vii), which uses the actual eigenvectors of A.
An example of simulated focusing at a given voxel m for dierent numbers K of
calibration measurements is displayed in Fig. 8, with a random Xnk 2 f0; 1g scheme.
This example concerns skull s = 1, whose SVD decreases the most slowly, making it the
most dicult example. As can also be seen in this gure, the focusing was already good
with K = 75, and reached 90% of its maximal eciency for K = 150. For K > 150, no
signicant dierence in the focusing pattern can be seen.
5. Discussion
5.1. Randomized schemes for accelerating HIFU calibration
In this study, we have demonstrated with both simulations and actual measurements
gathered from six human skulls that it was possible to drastically reduce the number of
measurements required for the calibration of HIFU for non-invasive transcranial therapy.
Our model exploits prior knowledge of the free-eld transmission matrix (TM) P0
that encodes the linear relation between the signal emitted by the N transducers and the
observed output in the focusing region of interest (ROI). The measurement of the free-
eld TM depends on the position of the transducers but does not require the presence
of the patient as long as the actual target relative to the transducer array belongs to the
ROI. The measurement of this matrix can be performed once for all, without restrictions
concerning the acquisition time. Once this is done, the same matrix can be used for
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Figure 7. Focusing performance for 7 dierent calibration methods, corresponding to
dierent choices of the calibration input matrix X 2 CNK .
all subsequent skulls. Then, the actual TM P that relates the input transducers to
displacements in the ROI is modeled by P = P0A, where A is a gain matrix that can
be understood as encapsulating all the acoustic aberrations induced by the skull. We
provide a principled way to estimate this matrix given only a limited number K < N
of calibration measurements.
As shown, the input signal to be emitted by the transducers during calibration
may be set in a randomized way and this choice leads to a focusing performance
that consistently outperforms deterministic schemes, such as Hadamard [22] or Zernike
polynomials [20]. In practice, we have shown that ecient focusing can be achieved with
typically K = N=3 calibration measurements. In terms of the focusing performance,
the randomized approaches outperform the deterministic ones by approximately 10%
forK = 75. The choice of a randomized approach for calibration has the great advantage
of being easily implementable, without requiring any knowledge of the actual spatial
position of each transducer.
5.2. Linearity of the model
The method described in this paper assumes a linear propagation of the ultrasonic wave
in tissues and through the skull [41]. But nonlinearities are known to develop along the
propagation of a wave in tissue [45]. Nevertheless, this is neglected in current CT-based
correction as well, as used during treatment planning for MR guided transcranial brain
therapy [6, 19, 24]. Phase aberration correction techniques in general assume a linear
propagation [40]. Nonlinear eects during the transcranial propagation of high intensity
ultrasonic waves have been shown to be mostly conned to the vicinity of the focus [34]:
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the skull mainly acts as a low-pass lter that resets the nonlinearities developing between
the array of transducers and the skull.
5.3. Future research
This research may be continued along several directions.
First and foremost, in this proof-of-concept study, the experimental data was
gathered from human skulls using a transcranial HIFU device in a water tank, and
therefore the measurement of the TM was invasive. Future research will include non-
invasive MR-ARFI experiments using the proposed randomized calibration schemes.
Second, the proposed randomized approach makes no assumption whatsoever
concerning the geometry of the skull, nor of that of the transducer array. As [20]
demonstrated, exploiting such prior knowledge denitely improves the performance over
blind approaches. Hence, a further increase of performance is possible if the random
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drawing of the calibration congurations X does not uniformly span CN , but would be
rather mainly concentrated on the eigenvectors of A, which are supposed known a priori.
This knowledge may for instance come from measurements taken on other subjects.
Finally, we plan to further simplify the calibration procedure by avoiding the phase-
stepping technique [22, 20, 43] that is required to measure y = Px with MRI hardware.
Indeed, MRI actually measures jyj2 only. Dierent measurements with varying input
phases are required to derive y. However, recent research [31] has demonstrated
that intensity-based signal reconstruction is feasible using dedicated phase-retrieval
algorithms.
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